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Abstract
The purpose of this M.Sc thesis was to study the anisotropic behaviour of
transverse magnetic relaxation in articular cartilage using quantitative mag-
netic resonance imaging. Articular cartilage contains structures with a high
degree of organization present in a predictable manner throughout the depth
of the tissue, making it an interesting, albeit complex to model, candidate for
anisotropy studies. The goal of the study was to use a transverse relaxation
anisotropy model previously studied in an in vitro MRI study with a high-
eld research magnet, and attempt to employ this concept in a more clinical
MRI setting using an ex vivo joint sample and a clinical MRI device. An ad-
ditional goal of the study was to compare the transverse relaxation behaviour
of cartilage obtained from dierent parts of an ex vivo joint sample.
The measurements consisted of a bovine stie joint, consisting mostly
of bone, soft tissue and cartilage, imaged in a 3 T clinical magnet. The
imaging was performed using a large sampling of 30 unique sample orienta-
tions in relation to the main magnetic eld, with angles of 5 − 10◦ between
each individual measurement. An image coregistration software was used to
register all of the rotated images to a single geometry, allowing comparison
of the measurements regardless of original measurement angle. Transverse
relaxation time maps were created for each of the measurements from the cor-
responding coregistered images. Three regions of interest, two from femoral
and one from tibial cartilage, were selected from the cartilage surfaces of
the images and separated further into depth-wise sub-segments. In order
to accurately rotate the large sample between measurements, a 3D printed
rotation platform was additionally designed and constructed for the study.
This study showed that the anisotropy model previously used in studies
with small cartilage samples and high eld-strength MRI can be applied in a
more clinical setting using a large ex vivo sample and a clinical MRI device.
The relaxation rates obtained by tting the established anisotropy model to
the data obtained from the measurements followed this model remarkably
well. Both the isotropic and anisotropic components of the relaxation rate
model could be dened for each studied cartilage region. In the surface
segment of cartilage the isotropic and anisotropic components showed little
dierence, while in the deeper cartilage the anisotropic component was found
to be 2−7 times larger than its isotropic counterpart. The sizes of the selected
regions of interest were also shown to aect the values of the tted anisotropy
models, where an increase in region size corresponded with lower values for
both isotropic and anisotropic tting components.
5
1 Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to study the transverse relaxation anisotropy
and magic-angle eect in articular cartilage in a clinical 3 T magnetic eld.
The measurements were performed using quantitative magnetic resonance
imaging (qMRI). The aim of qMRI studies is to perform the measurements
in such a way, that the obtained parameters depend only on the physical
properties of the imaging object instead of, for example, on the imaging
sequence used. Some notable qMRI parameters that can be obtained in this
way are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times T1, T1ρ and T2.
By denition, anisotropic tissues contain a highly organized and orien-
tation dependent internal structure. Commonly studied anisotropic tissues
include tendons, white matter, peripheral nerves, cartilage and certain types
of muscle tissue [1, 2, 3]. Articular cartilage (AC) is one such tissue, contain-
ing a complex internal structure that displays a varying degree of organization
within the dierent parts of the cartilage. This degree of organization within
the cartilage changes predictably along the depth of the tissue, making it
at the same time interesting but challenging candidate for qMRI studies.
The organized nature of articular cartilage is the result of the organisation
of collagen bers within the tissue. Close to the surface of the cartilage the
average direction of these bers is oriented parallel to the surface, but turns
perpendicular to the surface in the deeper layers of the cartilage.
Early qMRI studies of anisotropic tissues observed that the T2 is depen-
dent on the orientation of the tissue in relation to the main magnetic eld.
This eect, seen both in research and clinical measurements, is often referred
to as the magic angle eect [2, 4, 5, 6]. The angular dependence of T1 and
T2 relaxation processes is a subject with a long history of studies with mul-
tiple published articles [1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In many of these studies the
tissue sample has been measured only a handful of times, resulting in the
collected measurement data often only accounting for a small set of possible
sample orientations. This in turn has lead to these descriptions of angular
dependency to be potentially incomplete. In addition, the cartilage samples
used in these studies have most often been small osteochondral plugs, with
only a small sample of cartilage compared to a full joint. The aim of this
paper is to study the angular dependence of the T2-relaxation in bovine ar-
ticular cartilage using a large sampling of sample orientations, and creating
a measurement set up closer to that found in a clinical environment. The
measurements were performed on bovine articular joint samples using a 3 T
clinical MRI device. An additional goal of the study was to design and manu-
facture a device enabling the accurate reorientation of a full-size bovine stie
joint within the bore of a clinical MRI device.
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2 Articular cartilage
Articular cartilage (AC) is a connective tissue located at the end of the bone
surfaces of many articulating joints. Its primary functions during joint loco-
motion are to provide a near frictionless surface in joints and to process the
forces applied to bone ends [3, 12]. Unlike many tissues surrounding AC, it
itself is both avascular and aneural. This lack of vasculature in AC means
that both delivery of nutrients and removal of waste happen solely via passive
diusion. The lack of active nutrient intake slows down the tissue's capacity
for self-repair which, when combined with the lack of pain reception in the
cartilage, means that damage to the AC is often both painless and slow to
repair. The primary components of AC are water, collagen, proteoglycans
and chondrocytes [13, 14]. Chondrocytes are the only living cell phenotype
in cartilage. While they occupy only approximately 2% of the total volume
of human cartilage, they are solely responsible for synthesizing and main-
taining the cartilage over its lifetime. The concentration and properties of
chondrocytes change across dierent cartilage layers [3, 13, 15].
The structure of AC can be described using two phases: a solid and a liq-
uid phase [3]. The solid phase consists mainly of collagen and proteoglycans
(PG). The liquid phase lls the rest of AC volume and consists mainly of
water and water soluble ions and nutrients. The majority of the AC volume
is lled by a semi-solid extracellular matrix (ECM), formed of a network of
collagen and PG molecules. The liquid phase lls the voids of the solid ma-
trix, giving AC its structure. The major components of the ECM in adult
human cartilage are collagen, consisting primarily of type II and additionally
XI collagen (15-20% of the wet weight (w.w.) of cartilage), proteoglycans
(3-10% w.w.) and water (65-75% w.w.) [13, 16]. The space around chon-
drocyte cells diers from the wider ECM in both composition and function
and is referred to as the pericellular matrix (PCM). The PCM forms clearly
dened structural units called chondrons around the cells. While crucial to
the metabolism of the wider AC, the PCM itself amounts to only a small
portion of the total volume of the liquid phase. The PCM consists of wa-
ter, PG, collagen of types VI and IX and other non-collagenous proteins and
nutrients [3, 15].
Collagen is a structural protein and a major structural component of AC,
consisting of approximately 1/2 to 2/3 of the dry weight of adult human
cartilage. The main building block of collagen is the tropocollagen molecule,
which consists of three amino acid chains. Each of these chains consists of
repeating segments of glycine-proline-Y or glycine-X-hydoxyproline, where X
and Y can be any amino acid. A tropocollagen molecule is assembled in a so
called "coiled-coil" structure. Each of the three amino acid chains are wound
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in a left-handed coil, and these three twisted coils are then wound in a right-
handed triple helix. The resultant tropocollagen molecule resembles a rod
approximately 300 nm in length and 1.5 nm in diameter [3]. The collagen in
the ECM consists of type II and XI collagen, while the collagen in the PCM
consists of types VI and IX. Collagen of type II is the primary type of collagen
found in adult human cartilage. Collagen II is a brillar protein, where the
coiled-coil tropocollagen molecules are assembled into long brils of 50-80 nm
in length via covalent crosslinking and non-covalent interactions between the
individual coils. The linked collagen brils form a vast crosslinked network
that functions as a scaold for the ECM and other proteins.
Figure 1: Schematic representation of average collagen ber direction according
to the Benningho arcade model [17]. In this model the average lines of brillar
direction in cartilage begin with an overall tangential alignment in the surface
zone and gradually `arcade' into a perpendicular alignment to the surface in the
deep cartilage before attachment to the subchondral bone at the bone-cartilage
interface [18].
Proteoglycans are large macromolecules that contain a protein core and
covalently attached sulfated glycosaminoclygan (GAG) molecules. The pro-
tein core has a molecular weight of ≈ 25000 Da and can have more than
100 GAG molecules laterally bound to the main protein in a branched,
bottlebrush-like structure [7]. Due to their very large molecular weight, pro-
teoglycan molecules have low mobility in cartilage. They are most often
packed to a small fraction of their fully extended volume and are entrapped
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between the collagen brils. The negatively charged GAGs are the primary
source of the xed electric charge in the ECM. The intermolecular electro-
static repulsive force between the GAG groups contributes to the stiness and
elasticity of the cartilage tissue. Proteoglycans are also a major component of
cartilage hydration. The negatively charged GAGs attract free-oating Na+
ions that in turn bind large amounts of water, acting like macromolecular
"sponges" that osmotically retain water in cartilage tissue [3, 7, 16].
AC composition has notable variation throughout its depth, and can be
separated into four dierent histologic layers (Figure 1). These zones are
characterized by their dierences in both the organisation and distribution
of PG and collagen. They are called, in order from surface to subchondral
bone, the surface, transition, deep, and calcied zone [3, 12, 15].
The rst layer on the surface of the cartilage is called the supercial zone
(SZ). It plays a major role in the cellular metabolism and mechanical proper-
ties of the cartilage. In this zone the collagen bers are aligned parallel to the
cartilage surface giving the structure a high resistance to shearing forces [15].
The thickness of SZ varies depending on the location of the cartilage, rang-
ing from 3-20% of total cartilage thickness. The surface layer contains a high
concentration of collagen bers, but a low number of chondrocytes [3, 19,
13].
The transitional zone (TZ) is located directly below the SZ of cartilage.
Sometimes also referred to as the middle zone, the TZ is where the cartilage
composition and collagen ber orientation gradually transition from SZ to
that of the deeper zones. Close to the surface of the TZ, the collagen bers
are initially oriented almost parallel to the surface, but gradually change to
perpendicular to the surface as the distance from the surface increases. The
number of chondrocytes in TZ is also the lowest near the SZ and increases
in the deeper TZ. Since the dening properties of the TZ experience con-
tinuously change along its depth, declaring any exact boundaries between
TZ and its neighbouring zones is a dicult undertaking. Depending on the
location of the cartilage in a joint the thickness of TZ can vary signicantly,
ranging from 15% to up to 60% of total cartilage thickness [3, 8, 13].
The deep zone (DZ), sometimes referred to as the radial zone (RZ), is
located directly below the TZ. In DZ, the collagen brils are structured in
bundles oriented perpendicular to the surface. The ECM of the DZ contains
the most proteoglycans and the least uids compared to the other cartilage
zones. Compared to the regions above it, the structure of the DZ is also
considered most uniform and highly organized [3, 8, 13].
The calcied zone is located beneath the radial zone, and is responsible for
xing the cartilage to the underlying bone. This zone contains partially cal-
cied and mineralized cartilage tissue cemented in the subchondral bone. [3]
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The orientation of these anchoring brils is perpendicular to the subchondral
bone, extending from it to the articular surface. These ber structures are
called Benningho's arcades [17]. Histological staining of the cartilage often
displays a wavy line denoting the mineralisation front of the calcied carti-
lage. This tidemark is used as the distinctive line between the radial zone
and the calcied zone [3].
3 Magnetic resonance imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a popular imaging modality both in
medical and research elds. Originally discovered in the 1940s and rst used
in a clinical setting in the 1980s [3], MRI utilizes the phenomenon known
as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) to noninvasively measure the spatial
distribution of specic atomic nuclei or electrons within the imaging target
[3, 20]. This is accomplished by using the principles of nuclear magnetic res-
onance to measure the precession of nuclear spins in a magnetic eld. When
exposed to a strong magnetic eld the magnetically susceptible spins begin
to precess around the eld. This precession along the eld causes an equilib-
rium state to form between spin orientations, leading to a net magnetisation
within the sample. This equilibrium state can then be disturbed using a
radio frequency (RF) pulse. As the disturbed spins recover to their original
orientation, the change in precession causes the spins to emit an electro-
magnetic wave, which can then be measured via the current it induces into
nearby detection coils. This time-domain signal can them be converted into
frequency domain. MRI is well suited for clinical imaging of soft tissues due
to its noninvasive nature, lack of ionizing radiation, good soft tissue contrast
and easy scalability from single organ to full-body imaging [3, 20, 21].
3.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance
All visible matter is formed of molecules, which in turn are made of atoms.
Atoms consist of a positively charged nucleus, made out of electrically neu-
tral neutrons and positively charged protons, which is orbited by a cloud of
negatively charged electrons. Both protons and neutrons consist of a combi-
nation of three up- and down-quarks. A proton consists of two up- and one
down-quarks (uud), while a neutron consists of one up- and two down-quarks
(udd). In the Standard Model of particle physics all elementary particles with
mass, such as electrons and quarks, are called fermions [22]. All elementary
particles exhibit an electromagnetic property called spin. While being some-
what analogous with angular momentum present in classical mechanics; spin
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is a quantum mechanical phenomenon, and as such it can only have discrete
values of n
2
, where n ∈ R. The spin of quarks and other fermions is ± 1/2.
In their ground states the spin of a protons is 1/2 and the spin of a neutron
is −1/2. This is due to the quarks of opposing spins within both particles
cancelling each other out. Atomic nuclei are similarly formed of protons and
neutrons with opposing spins. If the nucleus is formed of an even number of
protons and neutrons the opposing spins once again cancel each other out,
resulting in a spin of 0 in its ground state. Otherwise a resultant spin of
±1/2 will remain in the nucleus. These kinds of particles are referred to as
magnetic nuclei; f.ex. a hydrogen nucleus consisting of a single proton is
magnetic and has a spin of ± 1/2 [22].
When, for example, a sample containing water is placed in an external
magnetic eld, the spins of the water 1H nuclei will begin to precess around
the direction of the magnetic eld. While nuclear spin is a quantum mechan-
ical phenomenon, spin precession can be viewed as analogous to the rotation
of a classical spinning top. The frequency of this precession ω is called Lar-
mor frequency and it can be described using the following equation:
ω = γB, (3.1)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the precessing particle and B is the
strength of the local magnetic eld experienced by the particle. For example
a proton has a gyromagnetic ratio of 2.675 · 108 rad/s/T. When placed
in a magnetic eld of 3 T this corresponds to a Larmor frequency of ω =
802.6 · 106 rad/s = 127.7 MHz. The spin precession at the Larmor frequency
is called Larmor precession.
As the precessing spins interact with the constantly uctuating magnetic
elds caused by their surrounding magnetic nuclei, both the magnitude and
direction of the local magnetic eld experienced by an individual spin changes
over time. This results in the precession angle of an individual spin to slowly
'wander' across the full range of possible cone angles, which by itself would
cause the angle distribution to be fully isotropic. This is however not the case,
as the nite temperature of the system causes the orientations aligned along
the direction of the magnetic eld to have slightly lower magnetic energy,
resulting in the probability of a precession cone of a spin being very slightly
biased towards the direction external magnetic eld. The constantly chang-
ing angle of the spins' precession cone combined with the small direction bias
caused by the external magnetic eld results in a slightly larger population
of spins to be aligned along the direction of the magnetic eld at any given
time, forming a thermal equilibrium. This thermal equilibrium results in the
sample acquiring a small net magnetic moment along the eld [3, 23]. This
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moment, called the net magnetisation M0 depends on the strength of the
magnetic eld B0, the gyromagnetic ratios γ of the nuclei in the sample, the
temperature T of the sample, and the density ρ of the magnetic nuclei in the





where ~ is the reduced Planck constant ~ = h/2π and k is the Boltzmann
constant [3]. The direction of the net magnetisation is often referred to as
the polarisation axis. The existence and manipulation of this net magnetisa-
tion within small volume units of matter is the basis of magnetic resonance
imaging [3, 20].
3.2 Nuclear magnetic relaxation
The spin equilibrium state formed by the external magnetic eld B0 can be
destabilized by using an electromagnetic pulse. The frequency band of this
pulse can be chosen to aect only certain magnetic nuclei within the sample.
In medical MRI the proton (or 1H) is the most commonly studied parti-
cle. The frequency band of this pulse during proton MRI is generally in the
radio-frequency range, lending the pulse its name: the RF-pulse. This study
also focuses on the nuclear magnetic relaxation of the proton, allowing the
naming convention to be used without issue. The RF-pulse can be used to
reorient the polarisation axis of the precessing spins in a process called spin
excitation. As the direction of net magnetisation in equilibrium follows the
polarisation axis, spin excitation also causes the direction of the net mag-
netisation to be reoriented along this new polarisation axis. Stopping the
RF pulse conversely ends the spin excitation, resulting in the net magnetisa-
tion returning to its original equilibrium direction and magnitude through a
process called nuclear magnetic relaxation. This relaxation can be split into
two components: longitudinal and transverse relaxation, each with their own
time scales and relaxation mechanisms [20].
During most spin excitation experiments the RF-pulse is used to align the
net magnetisation of the precessing spins to be perpendicular to the original
polarisation axis. This eectively causes the longitudinal magnetisation along
the original z-axis to disappear as long as the RF-pulse is active. As the RF-
pulse ends, the slight bias in spin magnetic moment direction caused by the
pulse also disappears. This causes the net magnetisation to return back
to its thermal equilibrium value and direction, resulting in the longitudinal
magnetisation also returning to its equilibrium valueM0ẑ [23]. The regrowth
of longitudinal magnetisation Mz after spin excitation is generally referred
12





















Figure 2: Equation 3.3 plotted as an example of the exponential regrowth of
longitudinal magnetisation. The constants have been given following values: M0 =
1, K = 1 and T1 = 10 ms
to as longitudinal or T1 relaxation, and it behaves in a manner similar to an
exponential regrowth equation [3, 20].
An empirically determined relaxation time constant T1 for the spin-lattice
interactions can be used to create a model for the change in parallel mag-
netisation after spin excitation.
Mz = M0(1−Ke−t/T1), (3.3)
where K describes the coecients aecting the regrowth rate of Mz and de-
pends on the type of experiment being performed.
Directly after spin excitation the RF-pulse has aligned the net magnetisa-
tion to be perpendicular to the polarisation axis, resulting in the transverse
magnetisation Mx,y. Once the RF pulse ends, the precessing spins begin to
lose their quantum coherence, leading to the transverse magnetisation rapidly
decaying. This irreversible loss of transverse magnetisation is referred to as
transverse or T2 relaxation. Similarly to parallel magnetisation, an exper-
imental transverse relaxation time constant T2 can be determined for Mx,y




where M0 is the net magnetisation from equation 3.2.
As the RF-pulse reorients the polarisation axis, it also aligns the phases
of the precessing spins. Once spin excitation ends the precessing spin vectors
begin to interact with the small inhomogeneities of the magnetic eld, causing
small position dependent phase dierences within the spin system. As time
goes on these small spatially dependent phase dierences grow in magnitude
and eventually lead to the spin system completely dephasing. This leads
to an additional exponential decay of the transverse magnetisation as the
opposing magnetisation vectors within the dephasing spin system cancel each
other out [3, 20, 23].





















Figure 3: Equation 3.4 plotted as an example of the exponential decay of trans-
verse magnetisation. The constants have been given following values: M0 = 1,
K = 1 and T1 = 5 ms
Combining the eects of transverse relaxation and dephasing gives a so-










where T ′2 is the relaxation time constant resulting from the dephasing spin
system. In a fully uniform B0 eld T2 = T
∗
2 , but any eld inhomogeneities
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will invariably cause T ∗2 < T2 as is the case in almost all real-world systems.
Unlike spin relaxation, the dephasing caused by the inhomogeneities of the
magnetic eld is a fully reversible process [3, 20].
3.3 Magnetic resonance imaging
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) takes advantage of the magnetic proper-
ties of precessing spins to generate images of the spatial mapping of the stud-
ied nuclei within the imaging subject. As explained in section 3.2, spin ex-
citation is accomplished using a transient Larmor-frequency RF-pulse. This
pulse creates a new oscillating magnetic eld B1, which changes the direction
of the polarization axis. The angle between the new rotated polarisation axis
and the main magnetic eld is called a ip angle θf and can be described
using the following equation:
θf = γB1τ, (3.6)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the precessing spins, B1 is the strength
of the perpendicular magnetic eld and τ is the length of the RF-pulse. The
most commonly used ip angles are 90◦ for perpendicular spin excitation and
180◦ for spin-echo measurements. Similarly to the shimming elds, the RF-
pulses are created using separate RF-coils in close proximity to the imaging
subject [3, 20].
The B0 elds used to create the prerequisite spin equilibrium in the imag-
ing sample are generally in the range of 1.5 − 3 T in clinical MRI devices,
but can go up to and beyond 9 T for research purposes. For comparison,
the magnitude of the Earth's magnetic eld at the planet's surface ranges
from 25 to 65 µT [24]. To create and maintain a magnetic eld of this mag-
nitude, superconducting electromagnets are used in most mid- to high-eld
MRI devices. The electromagnets achieve superconductivity by being cooled
to only a few degrees Kelvin, commonly accomplished via the use of liquid
helium and nitrogen. As the magnets are superconducting, they require no
additional current to maintain the B0 eld once it is created. This causes the
strong magnetic eld to be always active, a fact that requires specic precau-
tions to be taken when operating at or around any functioning MRI device.
Placing an object or a patient in an MRI device invariably causes distortions
in the main magnetic eld. These inhomogeneities are most often corrected
via the use of additional electromagnets called shimming coils [3]. Even in
such a strong magnetic eld, the magnetisation of a single 1H spin is still
too weak to be individually detected. Instead, MRI techniques divide the
sample into small volume units (voxels) and measure the net magnetisations
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within each individual voxel. Since the magnetisation within each voxel is
dependent on its proton density (equation 3.2), the signals from neighbouring
voxels can be used to map proton distribution across the sample.
As the net magnetisation across the sample returns to its equilibrium
value after spin excitation, the precessing spins emit electromagnetic waves.
These waves are detected using measurement coils, that measure the electric
current induced in them by the emitted radiation. The measurement coils
are in general placed as close to the imaging subject as possible in order to
acquire the strongest possible signal. The frequency data obtained from the
measurement coils is collected in a format known as k-space, which maps
the collected frequencies to phase dierences in the form of a 2D or 3D ma-
trix. An MRI measurement with a single frequency and phase dierence
collects data from the entire sample, which corresponds to a single pixel in
the k-space. In more commonly used single-line measurements a single mea-
surement collects data from a single phase dierence and multiple dierent
frequencies, corresponding to a horizontal line in k-space. This phase and fre-
quency data of the k-space can be transformed into an image in image-space
(or "real-space") using an inverse Fourier transform [3].
Figure 4: (a) Raw frequency and phase data of a human knee in a k-space array
and (b) corresponding image data calculated using inverse Fourier transformation.
The creation of a k-space signal requires the use of many additional mag-
netic elds called gradient elds or gradients. These gradient elds code the
required phase and frequency dierences in the precessing spins before and
during measurement.
The Larmor frequencies of spins are dependent on their surrounding mag-
netic eld as shown in Eq. (3.1). An RF-pulse causes a full spin excitation
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only if the Larmor frequency of the precessing spins is the same as the fre-
quency of the pulse. By altering of the strength of magnetic eld linearly
along the length of the imaging subject, a spatially dependent Larmor fre-
quency gradient can be created within the sample. This causes a spin exci-
tation pulse of a discrete frequency band to be in resonance with only the
spins contained within a small slice perpendicular to the gradient eld. This
process of selective spin excitation is called slice selection. For example, if
the slice selection gradient is placed along the z-axis the selected slice will be
on the x, y-plane. Changing the midpoint and width of the frequency band
of the RF-pulse, the width of the selected slice can also be changed. The
slice selection is generally accomplished by using a separate gradient eld G,
which is typically generated using a minimum of three separate coils aligned
in x-,y- and z-directions, where z is the direction of the main magnetic eld.
This gradient is also often referred to as the slice selection gradient GS. The
combined magnetic eld and gradient eld in the z-direction can be described
using the following equation:
~B = B0 + (Gxx+Gyy +Gzz)z, (3.7)
where G(x,y,z) are the three directional components of the gradient eld.
In its simplest form, a single MR measurement correlates to a line in k-
space, containing a spread of frequencies at a single phase dierence. This
single phase dierence is created after spin excitation using the phase encod-
ing gradient GP aligned orthogonally to the direction of the slice selection
gradient. When active, the slice selection gradient causes a phase dierence
in the precessing spins of the selected slice. The phase encoding gradient
also corrects this phase dierence during phase encoding. The frequency
dierences during measurement are created using a readout gradient GRO,
sometimes referred to as frequency encoding gradient Gf . This gradient,
aligned along the GS gradient and orthogonally to the GP , is used to create
a frequency dierence between the precessing spins within the slice. The
readout gradient is active during signal acquisition, meaning that a single
measurement contains information from a single phase dierence and multi-
ple dierent frequencies corresponding to a single line in k-space. While the
single-line method is a commonly used technique, the process of measuring
each individual line in k-space is comparatively slow. Measurements with fast
imaging and echo times can employ a wide variety alternate k-space trajec-
tories, both in Cartesian and non-Cartesian coorinates, each with their own
benets and drawbacks. Commonly used trajectories include f.ex. radial and
spiral trajectories [25, 26].
The successful acquisition of an MRI image depends on the correct ap-
plication of the gradient elds in a carefully orchestrated sequence of elec-
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tromagnetic pulses, aptly referred to as a pulse sequence. One commonly
used pulse sequence is the spin-echo sequence and describing it gives a good
overview on the basic function of the MRI. The spin-echo sequence is used
in the measurement of transverse magnetic relaxation, and is accomplished
using a series of 180◦ spin excitations. Immediately after the excitation pulse
the transverse magnetisation is at its strongest value, as all of the precessing
spins are at the same phase. Afterwards the spin-spin interactions cause the
precessing spins to rapidly dephase as the emerging opposing magnetisation
components cancel each other out. If left undisturbed this dephasing will
inevitably lead to the decay of the transverse magnetisation back to its equi-
librium value along an exponential decay curve. By applying a 180-degree
inversion pulse during this dephasing, its direction can be reversed. This
causes the transverse magnetisation to refocus after a certain time, creat-
ing a measurable 'echo' of the original transverse magnetisation. The time
between spin excitation and signal measurement is called echo time (TE).
If the spin-echo measurement is repeated, the time between each transverse
spin excitation is called repetition time (TR). The 180◦ refocusing pulse can
be repeated multiple times and a signal can be measured after each subse-
quent TE. This series of echoes, sometimes referred to as a echo train can
technically be repeated for as long as a measurable amount of transverse
magnetisation exists within the sample. This pulse sequence is called a multi
echo spin-echo (MESE) sequence. The strength of the refocused magnetisa-
tion and the resulting signal is weaker after every subsequent echo due to the
irreversible T2 relaxation eects.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in MRI depends largely on the size of the
voxels used and the strength of the main magnetic eld B0. Reducing the size
of the voxel also reduces the SNR, as the net magnetisation within a voxel is
dependent on the amount of protons within within the voxel. The strength
of the B0 eld aects the strength of the net magnetisation within a voxel as
seen in Eq. (3.2). A common way of increasing the SNR of a measurement is
to repeat the same measurement sequence multiple times and calculate the
averaged signal for each k-space pixel. During signal collection the current
signal is amplied and is converted from analogue to a digital signal using
an analogue-to-digital converter.
Contrast between dierent tissues in MRI is the result of their diering
T1 and T2 relaxation times and proton densities. This contrast can be fur-
ther emphasized by altering the pulse sequence to be more sensitive to the
signal from either transverse or longitudinal relaxation eects. This process
is commonly referred to as signal weighting. The signal intensity of an MRI
measurement depends on the following equation:
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For example a pulse sequence emphasizing T2 can be created by selecting
a TR that is notably larger than the T1 of the tissue, and a TE that has
roughly the same value as T2. This causes the longitudinal magnetisation to
fully relax between spin excitations, making T2 the dominant contributor to
the changes in signal intensity during measurement.
These relaxation weighted MRI images can then be used to generate maps
depicting the corresponding relaxation time constants within parts of the
imaging subject, using a process called relaxation mapping. By rst collect-
ing a set of images using dierent echo and repetition times, a mathematical
model depicting the relevant relaxation type can be tted onto the dataset
of each voxel. The relaxation times can then be extracted from each t and
mapped as a value for the corresponding voxel, creating a map of relaxation
times within the target slice. In the case of T2 mapping for example, the
sample is imaged multiple times at dierent echo times using a T2 weighted
imaging sequence. A relaxation equation similar to Equation (3.4) is then
individually tted to the echo-time sets of each voxel, and the T2 values col-
lected from them are set as the voxel values in the resultant map. These
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types of maps are called T1 and T2 maps depending on the type of relaxation
studied.
4 Transverse relaxation in articular cartilage
As shown in Section 2, articular cartilage contains a large quantity of collagen
bers at various levels of structural organisation across the depth of the
cartilage. The high structural organisation of the solid materials within AC
leads to a high degree of structural anisotropy. The orientation dependency
of MR relaxation times arising from this anisotropy makes the MRI of AC
challenging, especially in a clinical setting. This combined with the depth-
dependent structure organisation and macromolecular composition makes
articular cartilage both challenging and interesting subject for MRI studies [3,
28]. Understanding the mechanisms behind 1H orientation anisotropy in AC
would allow its eects to be mitigated or potentially exploited in clinical
MRI.
The history of the MR orientation dependency in biological tissues dates
back to the 1960s. Early T2-weighted NMR measurements in solid materials
would see substantial changes in relaxation times when the sample was reori-
ented between measurements [3]. As solid materials exhibit reduced molecu-
lar mobility compared to soft tissues, they generally have shorter transverse
relaxation times and resultantly smaller signal intensities during T2 weighted
imaging. These studies would use the orientation anisotropy of the sample to
increase the signal intensity and improve the SNR of the imaging by turning
the sample in relation to the B0 eld to increase the transverse relaxation
time [3, 4, 29]. For soft tissues the orientation anisotropy was rst discov-
ered in a study in 1962 by Berendsen et al. [30] In this study NMR was used
to measure the hydration properties of tendon samples, resulting in the dis-
covery of a strong angular dependence in proton signal intensity depending
on the sample orientation [30]. This phenomenon, while commonly used in
solid-state NMR, did not immediately see any further research in biological
tissues until 1985, when it was rediscovered by Fullerton et al. [31] during
their study on the NMR relaxation properties of tendons. In their study the
T2 weighted signal from a human in vitro tendon sample would reach peak
intensities when the sample was rotated in such a way that the tendon ber
orientation was at angles θ ≈ 55◦ and θ ≈ 125◦ with respect to the main
magnetic eld [31].
The dierence in observed 1H relaxation times within articular cartilage
is fundamentally the result of the hydrogen nuclei interacting with the mag-
netic elds produced by the surrounding atoms and molecules [3, 23]. In
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all water containing tissues, the hydrogen nuclei of a single water molecule
interact with each other and with the nuclei of neighbouring water molecules
via electromagnetic interaction. This interaction causes a nucleus to "feel"
the electromagnetic elds generated by their neighbouring charged particles.
The freedom of movement a water molecule has within the tissue directly
aects both the amount of particles its hydrogen nuclei can interact with,
and the frequency of these interactions [23]. The dipole-dipole interaction of
two hydrogen nuclei can be modeled as two interacting current loops. In a
strong magnetic eld these dipoles precess around the main magnetic eld.
Assuming the spins are parallel to the z-axis, the interaction between two
dipoles depends on the z-components of their respective magnetic elds. For
dipole 1 this z-component Bz depends on its radial component of Br and on
its tangential component Bθ at dipole 2 [4]. It can be written as
Bz = Br cos θ − Bθ sin θ, (4.9)
where θ is the angle between the dipoles in relation to the z-axis. Br
and Bθ depend on the distance between the dipoles r and on their magnetic










By using equations 4.9, 4.10 and the identity sin2 θ = 1 − cos2 θ, the Bz




(3 cos2 θ − 1). (4.11)
Equation 4.11 shows that the intramolecular dipole-dipole interaction dis-
appears when 3 cos2 θ − 1 = 0, which corresponds to θ ≈ 55◦. This eect
has been conrmed by multiple studies on the orientation of ordered struc-
tures within biological tissues strongly aects the intensity of T2- weighted
imaging [1, 3, 4, 32, 33]. In these studies the changes in T2 weighted signal
intensities have been seen to reach their peak values around angles where the
residual dipole-dipole interaction reaches its minimum in accordance with
equation (4.11), or in other words when the condition
3 cos2 θ − 1 = 0 (4.12)
is fullled. This phenomenon is known in clinical settings as the magic angle
artefact or more generally as the magic angle eect [3, 4, 21].
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The T2 relaxation time of a sample of articular cartilage depends mainly
on three factors: the degree of organisation of the collagen bers, the chem-
ical properties and the molecule distribution of the ECM, and the amount
of water in the tissue [3]. In AC, the structure of the collagen ber network
limits the free movement of the water molecules within the tissue. The more
constrained surroundings also limit the movement of the water molecule's
covalently bound hydrogen atoms in relation to each other [3]. If the orienta-
tion of the collagen bers is suciently organized in a certain direction, this
limiting factor gives rise to the anisotropy of the transverse relaxation [5, 6,
29]. When a cartilage sample is oriented to one of these magic angles during
MRI, the frequency of dipole-dipole interactions between neighbouring pro-
tons are minimized. As these interactions are the primary contributor to the
shortening of T2 within cartilage, reducing their frequency results in longer
T2 and a stronger T2-weighted signal [3]. During MRI of articular cartilage
this eect can be seen as large changes in intensity of the T2-weighted images
as a function of the sample orientation with respect to the main magnetic
eld B0. The water content of AC is restricted by the proteoglycan molecules
within the ECM. The negative xed charge distribution of the GAGs in PG
prevents new water from entering the cartilage, and at the same time restricts
the mobility of the water molecules bound to the GAGs [34]. Applying a me-
chanical load to the cartilage before measurement causes water to leave the
cartilage, which has been shown to lead to shorter T2 times [35].
The magnetic elds experienced by hydrogen nuclei in cartilage during
MRI depend both on the external magnetic eld B0 and on the small mag-
netic elds caused by their molecular surroundings. As these surroundings
are constant motion and interaction with each other, the nuclei can experi-
ence a local time-dependent magnetic eld of varying strengths and directions
during normal MR imaging times. In solid materials, such as bone or teeth,
hydrogen nuclei are bound via strong proton-proton couplings, resulting in
an ultrashort T ∗2 and a rapid net magnetisation dephasing before normal MR
signal detection times, making these materials largely invisible to MRI. Free
water molecules, such as those present in water and fat, rapidly create and
break these hydrogen bonds with a time constant of roughly 200 fs, during
which protons rapidly exchange between neighbouring water molecules [3].
This, coupled with rapid molecular diusion in mobile liquids, results in any
given hydrogen nucleus sampling a large number of atomic environments
during normal water MRI relaxation times. These rapidly varying magnetic
elds experienced by the hydrogen nuclei result in this rapid phase shift of
a single nucleus averaging to zero, thus preventing ultrafast dephasing and
allowing T2 within cartilage to be detected during standard MRI imaging
times [3].
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While there is clear scientic consensus on the existence of the magic angle
eect, there are varying theories to the exact mechanisms behind the observed
angle dependence [3]. In collagenous tissue, the molecular motion of protons
has been theorized to be aected by the formation of water bridges between
the water molecules and the collagen bers [3]. The hydrogen atoms of water
molecules close to binding sites in the collagen backbone can form either
single or double water bridges, directly limiting the intramolecualr motion of
the hydrogen nuclei bound to the water molecule [3]. These water bridges
limit the intramolecular motion of the bound water, further shortening the T2.
The orientation dependency of the T2 relaxation is caused by the organization
of the collagen ber structure. The interaction between water molecules and
proteoglycans has also been shown to depend on the orientation of the tissue
[36].
Figure 6: Example gures depicting two rotation schemes for an ostheocondral
plug taken from a joint sample. A) Rotation along an axis perpendicular to the
cartilage surface normal. B) Rotation along an axis parallel to the cartilage surface
normal.
Many mathematical models exist for describing the orientation depen-
dence observed in anisotropic biological tissues [3]. Often these divide the
studied relaxation into an anisotropic component and an orientation-independent
isotropic component. In these models the angular dependence of the anisotropic
model appears to follow the square of equation (4.12) [3]. The relaxation rates
of both the isotropic and anisotropic components can be combined additively
to show the total relaxation rate of the sample [3, 6]. This can be presented
as the following equation:
1
T2
= R2 = R2,i +R2,a(3 cos
2 θ − 1)2/4, (4.13)
where R2,i is the isotropic component, R2,a is anisotropic component. In
articular cartilage the angle θ describes the angle between the collagen ber
orientation and the magnetic eld B0.
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Figure 7: An example plot of the anisotropy model for transverse relaxation rate






As the properties of articular cartilage change along its depth, so too does
anisotropic behaviour of T2 relaxation. Since articular cartilage can be split
into multiple sections based on their diering properties (Section 2), so too
can the transverse relaxation in AC be separated into three distinct zones:
surface, transitional and deep zone [28, 32, 37].
Unlike in the deeper layers of the cartilage, in the surface zone the col-
lagen bers are oriented parallel to the cartilage surface [19]. The spread
of ber orientations along the surface is generally assumed to be isotropic.
This results in the cartilage displaying little orientation anisotropy when the
sample is rotated. When rotated along the normal of the cartilage surface
(Figure 6 B), the SZ has in cases displayed notably strong T2 anisotropy,
suggesting that the surface ber orientation might not be as isotropic as
previously suggested [38].
In the transitional zone of cartilage the majority of the collagen bers
close to the cartilage surface are oriented parallel to the surface, while in the
deeper part of the TZ ber distribution is more perpendicular to the surface.
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This gradual change in ber orientation leads to an increase in orientation
anisotropy in the sections of TZ furthest from the cartilage surface [10]. This
growing ber organisation results in the lower sections of TZ also displaying
a degree T2 anisotropy, albeit still to a lesser degree than that of the deeper
cartilage zones [3].
In the deep zone of cartilage the collagen brils are packed tightly in bun-
dles, which in turn are aligned perpendicularly to the subchondral bone with
a high degree of organisation. This results in a strong T2 anisotropy dur-
ing rotation along axes perpendicular to the cartilage surface normal (Figure
6 A), and a largely isotropic transverse relaxation along rotation along the
cartilage surface normal (Figure 6 B) [38]. In the deeper parts of the DZ
closer to the bone-cartilage interface, the T2 anisotropy becomes increasingly
weaker and eventually disappears in the calcied cartilage zone [10].
5 Materials and Methods
5.1 Rotation platform
In order to study the anisotropy of the cartilage surfaces of the bovine stie
joint sample, a way to accurately change the sample orientation between
measurements was needed. The design of the rotation platform would have to
full several critical requirements. Firstly, the rotation platform would have
to be able hold the sample rmly in place during measurement, while still
allowing the sample to be reoriented on the horizontal plane. The rotation
platform would also need to restrict any unnecessary sample movement in
order to ensure the rotation axis of the sample does not change between
measurements. In essence, sample would need to be xed in the rotation
plate in such a way that the imaging plane was parallel to the patient bed,
causing the same plane to be imaged at all times. Second, the platform
and any of its parts would have to be compatible with MRI and not cause
any artefacts during measurement. The sample holder could not contain any
conductive materials, as the changing magnetic elds present in during MRI
would cause the electric currents to be induced in the sample holder. Third,
the entire platform assembly would have to t onto the patient bed of the
MRI device and under the body coils used in the measurement.
The nal design for the rotation platform shown in Figure 8 consisted of
three main components. The base of the platform was a rectangular base
plate with angle indicators placed between every 10 degrees. This base
plate housed the disk-shaped rotation plate, which in turn contained the
sample-holding apparatus. To make sure the sample would not experience
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Figure 8: 3D model of the sample rotation platform in its fully assembled con-
guration. The rectangular base plate houses the circular rotation plate, which in
turn serves as a connection point for the slanted sample brace blocks housing the
sample xing screws.
any unwanted motion, it was xed to the rotation plate using three dierent
methods. Firstly, the sample would be held in place by the two sloped tri-
angular brace blocks. These blocks each contained three adjustable screws,
which could be used to further x the sample in place. Lastly three nylon
straps of adjustable length ran around and under the sample to further pre-
vent any unwanted sample movement, the exact placement of which can be
seen if Figure 10.
With the exception of the three nylon straps that were bought separately,
all of the sample brace parts shown in Figure 9 were 3D printed using an
Objet 30 Prime 3D printer at the Oulu University Hospital (OYS) in Oulu,
Finland. The platform was printed using an MRI compatible MED610 ma-
terial. The size of the full platform exceeded the maximum print size of the
printer, so the platform had to be printed in parts and assembled later. To
help the assembled platform maintain its structure, connector pins and cor-
responding receptacles were added to the design before printing the parts.
The completed platform assembly can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Printed and assembled rotation platform based on the 3D model shown
in Figure 8. An error during printing resulted in small deformations on the surface
of the base platform. These cosmetic defects had no eect on sample rotation
during measurement.
5.2 Measurements
The measurements were performed on a bovine stie joint. Bovine cartilage
was used due to its ready availability and the thickness of the cartilage. In
general a bovine joint has thicker cartilage surface compared to human coun-
terparts. This makes the identication of cartilage zones easier, especially
when using low eld-strength magnets. Previous studies have also shown
that the magic-angle phenomenon is present in bovine articular cartilage [1,
3]. The initial joint samples consisted of full length femur and tibia with
intact cartilage surfaces on the stie joint with some remaining soft tissue
from the on-site preparation. The samples were bought from Viskaalin farm
located in Rova, Muhos.
The joint sample was prepared for measurement by removing excess
femoral and tibial bone from the joint, resulting in a 20 cm long, roughly
cylindrical sample with a diameter of 14 cm. The prepared sample consisted
of the joint and approximately 5 cm long ends of femoral and tibial bone.
The femur of the sample was marked during sample preparation to help with
sample orientation, placement and identication during measurement. The
sample was stored in a freezer (-30 ◦C) and thawed to room temperature
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(21 ◦C) before measurement. After being thawed, the sample was placed
in a vacuum bag and small amount of Dulbecco's phosphate buered saline
(DPBS, Sigma Aldrich), was introduced to the joint capsule. DPBS is a bal-
anced salt solution used in the handling and culturing of mammalian cells. In
cartilage samples, DPBS functions both as a pH buer maintaining the pH
of the joint capsule and cartilage surfaces in the physiological range, as well
as a way to bring the hydrostatic pressure across the surface of the cartilage
sample closer to in vivo conditions. Finally, a vacuum sealer was used to
remove any excess air bubbles from the sample bag after which the bag was
sealed. The fully prepared sample can be seen in Figure 10.
Figure 10: A bovine stie join sample placed in the printed rotation platform
shown in Figure 9. The sample has been xed in place on the rotation plate using
the sample holding screws and straps.
The MR measurements were done using a 3 T whole body MRI scanner
(MAGNETOM Skyra, Siemens Healthcare) at the Oulu University Hospital
(OYS) in Oulu, Finland. The imaging sequence used during the measure-
ments was a T2-weighted multi-echo spin-echo (MESE) sequence with 12
echoes. Before imaging, the base plate of the rotation platform was xed to
the patient bed of the MRI device and the sample was then xed onto the
rotation plate. The sample was positioned on the sample holder (Figure 9) in
such a way to simulate a patient laying on the sagittal plane on the patient
bed, i.e. the patella of the sample was facing parallel to the surface of the
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bed (Figure 10). The initial orientation of the sample was chosen so that
the tibia was roughly in parallel to B0. This orientation was from then on
referred to as the zero angle. Twenty slices containing potential areas of in-
terest were selected from the sample. These slices were selected from lateral
and medial femoral chondyles, with a split of 8 slices from the medial and 12
from lateral chondyle. Emphasis was placed on obtaining large amounts of
intact cartilage from both femur and tibia during slice selection.
The sample rotation and measurement was split into two distinct rotation
and measurement sets. The rst set consisted of 21 angles ranging from
0 to 200, with a 10 degree rotation between each measurement. For the
second set, the sample was brought back to zero angle and rotated 5 degrees.
From this new starting point 9 more measurements were taken for angles
5-85, with a 10 degree increment between each measurement. In total the
sample was measured at 30 unique orientations. This rotation sequence came
about as a compromise between the long measurement time of the MESE
sequences, a desire to capture a wide range of angles for the anisotropy
analysis, and a need to collect a ner set of data in the interesting 0◦ to 90◦
angle range. The measurements used a eld of view (FoV) of 199 × 199 mm
with a resolution of 768× 768 pixels, resulting in a pixel size of 0.2604 mm2.
Important measurement parameters have been collected into Table 1.
Table 1: Imaging parameters used with the MESE sequences for determining the
T2 relaxation maps
Echo time (ms) 10.7
Number of echoes 12
Number of slices 20
Resolution (px) 768 × 768
FoV (mm) 199 × 199
Slice thickness (mm) 3
Field strength (T) 3
5.3 Data analysis
Rotating the sample between each measurement has the natural consequence
of rotating the resulting MR image as well. This causes the position of the
cartilage between each subsequent imaging to shift, meaning that the regions
of interest for the cartilage do not overlap. This would lead to every region
of interest (ROI) in the imaging sequence to be of dierent shape and size,
making accurate comparison between rotations dicult. In this study, this
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Figure 11: T2 weighted MR image of the slice used during ROI selection at
reference angle θ = 0.
problem was alleviated through a process called image coregistration. Image
coregistration is the process of aligning the geometries of an image to a
reference image with the intention of producing an image that is as similar
to the reference image as possible. Image coregistration can use various
image transformation and translation techniques, for example translation,
rotation, stretching. In this study the images were coregistratered using
only translation and rotation. The coregistration was performed using a free
license software ELASTIX (version 5.000) [39, 40].
The images created from the T2-weighted MESE sequences were coreg-
istered to the image taken at 10◦. This image was chosen as the reference
for both image coregistration and eventual ROI creation, due to its good
cartilage contrast. During coregistration it was noted that the software was
unable to fully coregister images with orientation dierences of over 90◦ to
the reference image. This was solved by manually rotating these images by
90◦ or 180◦ before coregistration, in order to better align with the reference
image. Using ELASTIX to coregister two images produces a le containing
the coregistration parameters that can then be used with TRANSFORMIX,
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a supplementary program to ELASTIX, to repeat the image transformation.
The rst image of each echo train had the strongest signal to noise ratio,
and was coregistered to the reference image (10◦) using ELASTIX. The re-
maining echoes of each measurement were then transformed to match these
rst echoes using TRANSFORMIX. Ideally this would result in the pixels of
coregistered images matching those of the reference images perfectly, but the
coregistration process does invariably still include small errors due to small
changes in the imaging. As seen in Figure 11, the MR images contained a
large amount of bone and other non-cartilage tissue in addition to the femoral
and tibial cartilage surfaces. These non-cartilage tissues (especially fat and
muscle tissue) could not be xed in place as well as the bone and cartilage
surfaces, and as such had a tendency to slightly move during sample rotation.
The coregistration of this large amount of slightly shifting non-cartilage tis-
sues was another source of error in coregistration. Additionally images with
measurement angles larger than 90◦ faced initial problems during coregistra-
tion, requiring them to be pre-rotated in the clockwise direction by either
90◦ or 180◦ before coregistration. To more easily manage the coregistration
of the large amount of slices and echoes, a set of Matlab scripts were written
to automate the coregistration pipeline.
Of the 20 slices obtained from the MR imaging, a single slice from the
lateral chondyle set containing large and intact femoral and tibial cartilage
surfaces was chosen for further analysis. To compare the angular dependency
of transverse relaxation across dierent locations of cartilage, 3 separate re-
gions of interest were selected from dierent parts of the cartilage in the joint.
The exact locations of these ROIs are shown in Figure 12. Of the 3 chosen
regions 2 were selected from femoral cartilage, one from ventral and one from
dorsal side of the joint, with a roughly 90◦ dierence between the cartilage
surface orientations. These two ROIs were labelled as FV for ventral and FD
for the dorsal ROI. The third ROI was selected from dorsal tibial cartilage,
with an approximate 180◦ dierence between cartilage surface orientations
with the ventral femoral ROI (FV). This ROI was labelled as TB. The se-
lection process for the three ROIs was performed manually using both the
T2 weighted images and T2 maps taken and created from the MR images
at 10◦ sample rotation. The two most important features for any potential
ROI were the thickness of the cartilage and the straightness of the cartilage
surface and bone-cartilage interface, resulting in the creation of rectangular
ROIs with similar but as large as possible sizes. Each of the three ROIs were
split depth-wise into 2 segments of roughly similar size: a surface segment
(SS) containing cartilage mostly from the supercial and transitional zones,
and a deep segment (DS) consisting mostly of cartilage from the radial zone.
After image coregistration, the next step in analysis was the creation of
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Figure 12: Selected regions of interest and their corresponding labels presented
in the reference image used for image coregistration. Each of the selected regions
has been further split into two segments shown here in diering colours.
T2 relaxation time maps for each angle measurement. Two dierent types of
T2 ts were used in the map generation: a linear and a nonlinear t equation.
For the linear t, a natural logarithm was taken from the T2 weighted images,
and a linear model of the form
log(S) = log(S0)− TE/T2 (5.14)
was used as the t function. The nonlinear tting function, on the other
hand, was of the form
S = S0 exp(−TE/T2). (5.15)
The nonlinear tting was performed using the Matlab (R2019b) function
fminsearch. The T2 maps were created by rst performing a pixelwise t
using either equation (5.14) or (5.15) on the data given by the echo train of
each coregistered MR image. The T2 values of each individual pixel could
then be collected from their corresponding ts and used to create a T2 map
for the selected image. Initially the T2 ts were performed using the linear
t shown in equation (5.14), which was later replaced by the nonlinear t
function shown in (5.15).
A comparison between the two T2 maps created using the equations 5.14
& 5.15 can be seen in Figure 13. While the linear tting process was orders
of magnitude faster than the nonlinear t, it also resulted in a large amount
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(a) Linear t (b) Nonlinear t
Figure 13: Comparison between the linear and nonlinear T2 ts. Incomplete ts
are shown in the images as dark blue.
of zero valued pixels in the T2 maps, especially around cartilage surfaces and
at the cartilage-bone interface. These values are caused by a failed tting
defaulting the T2 value to zero. In Figure 13 these can be seen as the dark
blue pixels. The nonlinear ts have a notably fewer number of these zero
value pixels, indicating a superior tting quality compared to the linear t.
After T2 map generation, the segmented ROIs were added to the maps
and their positions were checked to coincide with the cartilage. Due to the
imperfect image coregistration process some of the T2 maps still displayed
an image shift of approximately 1 to 3 pixels. This was addressed by manu-
ally adjusting the location of the ROI segments to better match the desired
cartilage location. Fitting errors during T2 calculation caused some of the
pixels close to the subchondral bone and cartilage surfaces to display unreal-
istically high T2 values, varying from thousands to tens of thousands of ms.
By comparison the T2 values obtained from the center of the cartilage would
generally be 0-150 ms. When encountered, the pixels containing these tting
errors were manually omitted from their respective ROIs, consequentially re-
ducing the total pixel count of the aected ROI segment. A cuto threshold
of 300 ms was used for omitting these large T2 values. The nal averaged
pixel counts for each segment are presented in Table 2.
The direction of cartilage surfaces in a knee sample is not uniform. The
natural curvature of the cartilage surfaces in the femoral and tibial heads of
any suciently large knee sample causes an orientation dierence between
the studied region and the reference frame of the sample. Naturally this also
causes an initial angle between the assumed collagen ber orientation and
B0 eld to be present, even when the sample is oriented at 'zero angle' to
the magnetic eld. These initial osets in ROI orientation were estimated
from the MR images using Mokkula, a Matlab based image processing and
calculation software developed at the Research Unit of Medical Imaging,
Physics and Technology. The estimated oset angles have been collected in
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Table 2: Average pixel counts and oset angles of cartilage surface normal orien-
tation for each ROI segment.
ROI SS Avg px count DS Avg px count Oset (deg)
Femur (ventral) 44.9 51.5 40
Femur (dorsal) 45.3 45.7 -54
Tibia 48.9 45.0 19
Table 2.
The transverse relaxation times for each ROI segment were obtained by
averaging the T2 values of each ROI segment of the T2 maps created for each
sample rotation. This resulted in six sets of data each containing 30 aver-
aged T2 values of an individual ROI segment at dierent sample orientations.
These T2 values were then converted into the corresponding relaxation rates
R2 and a relaxation anisotropy model was individually tted to each dataset
using a Matlab curve tting tool. The tting used for describing the relax-
ation anisotropy was a modied version of the anisotropy model shown in
Equation (4.13) [3, 6]. The modications to the equation consisted of an
oset angle ∆ to account for the dierence between the estimated and real
collagen ber orientations, and of a normalisation term 1/4 to the anisotropic
relaxation component. The nal anisotropy model was of the following form:
1
T2
= R2 = R2,i +R2,a(3cos
2(θ + ∆)− 1)2/4 (5.16)
The parameters evaluated by the tting were the isotropic component R2,i,
the anisotropic component R2,a and the oset term ∆. To assess the quality
of the tted anisotropy model a set of goodness of t (gof) parameters were
also calculated from the ts. The sum of squares due to error (SSE), also
known as summed square of residuals, measures the total deviation between
the measured values and the values obtained from the t. It is calculated




(yi − f(xi))2, (5.17)
where yi are the measured values and f(xi) are the t values. As the SSE
describes the summed square of residual error, an SSE value close to zero
indicates the t functions well at predicting measured values. Root mean
squared error (RMSE) is an estimate of the standard deviation of the random
component of the data. Also known as t standard error or standard error
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where v is the number of degrees of freedom in the t, MSE is the mean
squared error and SSE is the sum of squares due to error. As with SSE, an
RMSE value closer to zero indicates the t functions well in predicting the
measurement values.
6 Results
The MR imaging results collected from the T2-weighted measurements of the
bovine stie joint have been separated into two parts. The rst part examines
the results of the plotted R2 data collected from the three chosen regions of
interest, and the anisotropy model ts (Equation 5.16) across all six selected
ROI segments.
The second part examines how changing the width of a ROI segment
aects the R2 averaging process, and how this aects the quality of the cor-
responding anisotropy model ts. For this comparison, three ROI segments
of diering size were selected from the same area of articular cartilage and
their R2 plots and corresponding ts using Equation (5.16) were compared.
6.1 Anisotropy of transverse relaxation rate
The transverse relaxation rates (R2) calculated for each ROI segment with
respect to measured sample orientation and the corresponding ts using the
anisotropy model (Equation 5.16) have been plotted in Figures 14 - 16. All
three Figures show that R2 values of both surface and deep segments display
a clear dependence on the ROI orientation. The eect is especially prominent
in the three deep segments. The R2 values of all three surface segments are
without exception lower than the values of their deep segment counterparts at
any given measurement point. All of the ts made using the anisotropy model
(Equation 5.16) function well in describing their corresponding datasets. In
general, the gof parameters for the surface segment ts are better than those
of the corresponding deep segment ts, indicating that the quality of the
surface segment ts match their respective datasets slightly better than the
deep segment ts.
The tting parameters, minima locations and gof parameters from the ts
shown in Figures 14-16 have been stored in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 contains
the parameters of the three surface segment ts, while Table 4 contains the
parameters for corresponding the deep segment ts.
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Figure 14: Orientation dependence of the average relaxation rates R2 for two
cartilage segments in the ventral femoral ROI. The angles represent the orientation
of the ROI surface normal with respect to B0. The data was tted using Eq. (5.16)
for both segments separately.
Figure 14 displays the average R2 values calculated from both segments
of the ventral femur ROI as a function of ROI surface normal orientation
with respect to B0. The gure also displays the anisotropy model (Eq. 5.16)
ts for both segments. The maximum (54.64) and minimum (12.19) values
of the deep segment t dier by a signicant amount, indicating a strong R2
anisotropy. The dierence between maximum (20.52) and minimum (9.41)
values of the surface segment t is also notable, though smaller compared
to the one in the deep segment. The tted model for the surface segment
appears to match its respective dataset well at all angles. While the deep
segment t loses some accuracy between angles 160◦ − 190◦, it too behaves
remarkably well, especially between angles 60◦ − 130◦. The two positive
angles where the R2 values of the ts reach their minimum are 47.5
◦ and
118.8◦ for the deep segment, and 44.4◦ and 114.9◦ for the surface segment.
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Figure 15: Orientation dependence of the average relaxation rates R2 for two
cartilage segments in the FD ROI. The angles represent the orientation of the ROI
surface normal with respect to B0. The data was tted using Eq. (5.16) for both
segments separately..
Figure 15 displays the average R2 values calculated from both surface
and deep segments of the FD ROI as a function of ROI surface normal
orientation with respect to B0. The dierence between the maximum (44.62).
and minimum (14.16) R2 values in the deep segment is smaller than that of
FV, indicating a smaller degree of orientation anisotropy present in the ROI.
The dierence between the maximum (19.73) and minimum (10.15) values
of the surface segment t is again smaller than that of the deep segment.
Compared to the results from FV the data from both segments of FD seems
to be more noisy, especially at fast R2 (i.e. fast T2) rates. The deep segment
t, although noticeably less accurate compared to the corresponding t of
the other femoral ROI FV, still functions well in describing the general form
of the anisotropy. The minima locations calculated for both surface segment
(54.2◦ and 124.7◦) and deep segment ts (54.1◦ and 124.6◦) are very close
the the magic angles.
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Figure 16: Orientation dependence of the average relaxation rates R2 for two
cartilage segments in the TB ROI. The angles represent the orientation of the ROI
surface normal with respect to B0. The data was tted using Eq. (5.16) for both
segments separately.
Figure 16 displays the average R2 values calculated from both surface and
deep segments of the TB ROI as a function of ROI surface normal orientation
with respect to B0. The dierence between maximum (79.28) and minimum
(9.75) R2 values in the deep segment is the largest of the three ROIs by a
signicant margin. At the same time the dierence between the maximum
(16.7) and minimum (8.55) values of the surface segment are the smallest of
the three ROIs. In general the t quality in the deep segment appears to be
good. The t for the surface segment is the least accurate of the three surface
segment ts with SSE and RMSE values of 34.74 and 1.134 respectively. On
visual inspection the surface t still appears good, although the t loses some
accuracy around angle 80◦. The rst two positive minima locations for the
tted anisotropy models are 46.3◦ and 116.8◦ for the deep segment t, and
38.3◦ and 108.8◦ for the surface segment t.
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Table 3: Fit parameters, minima locations and gof parameters for the surface
segment ts. The rst four rows display the tting parameters and locations of the
rst two minima, followed by the gof parameters calculated from the ts.
Femur (FV) SS Femur (FD) SS Tibia SS
R2,i (1/s) 9.41 10.14 8.55
R2,a (1/s) 11.11 9.59 8.18
∆ (deg) 10.35 0.56 16.44
Minima angle (deg) 44.4, 114.9 54.2, 124.7 38.3, 108.8
SSE 11.03 22.00 34.74
RMSE 0.639 0.903 1.134
All three surface segment ts display clearly dened isotropic and anisotropic
components that vary little between the dierent cartilage types and orien-
tations of the ROIs. The isotropic and anisotropic components have similar
values in all three ROIs, with the largest dierence in FV. The values of the
oset terms for the surface segment ts show notable variance between the
segments. The oset parameter of the Fermur 02 t is roughly 0.56◦ degrees,
while FV and TB have noticeably larger oset terms of 10.35◦ and 16.44◦ de-
grees. The minima locations of the three ts also correspond reasonably well
to those predicted by the anisotropy model, with a roughly 70◦ dierence
between the locations of the two subsequent minima. The minima loca-
tions of FD in particular are both within one degree of the predicted magic
angles. The gof parameters of all three ts indicate that the ts function
reasonably well in predicting the anisotropic properties of the R2 in surface
segments. The t of FV ROI has the best tting quality with gof parameters
of SSE: 11.03 and RMSE: 0.639, while quality of the t for TB has the lowest
with corresponding gof values of SSE: 34.74 and RMSE: 1.134.
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Table 4: Fit parameters, minima locations and goodness of t parameters for the
deep segment ts. The rst four rows display the tting parameters and locations
of the rst two minima, followed by the gof parameters calculated from the ts.
Femur (FV) DS Femur (FD) DS Tibia DS
R2,i (1/s) 12.19 14.16 9.74
R2,a (1/s) 42.46 30.46 69.54
∆ (deg) 7.28 0.67 8.46
Minima (deg) 47.5, 118.0 54.1, 124.6 46.3, 116.8
SSE 20.52 235.43 47.44
RMSE 0.87 2.95 1.33
Similarly to the surface segment, all three deep segment ts also display
clearly dened isotropic and anisotropic components. The values of these
parameters vary notably more across the dierent ROIs than those of the
surface segment ts. For example, the value of the anisotropic component of
TB is more than double that of FD. The values of the isotropic components
(R2,i) of the deep segment ts also vary more noticeably across the dierent
ROIs, though not to the same degree as R2,a.
The values of the oset terms for the three deep segment ts also show
notable dierences. The oset term for the FD t has a value very close to
zero at 0.67◦. The oset terms for FV and TB are comparatively larger with
values of 7.28◦ and 8.46◦ respectively. Compared to the oset values in the
surface segment ts in Table 3, the osets of the deep segment ts of FV
and TB are smaller than their surface segment counterparts by a change of
3.07◦ for FV, and 7.98 ◦ for TB. These correspond to reductions of 29.7%
and 45.8% between the segments. The oset parameter of FD deep segment
on the other hand is slightly larger than that of the surface segment with
an increase of 0.09◦. Minima locations of the deep segment ts also align
well with those predicted by the relaxation anisotropy model, with a roughly
70◦ dierence between the minima. Similarly to the surface segment, the
minima locations in FD are very close to the magic angles. The goodness
of t parameters of the three deep segment ts show that the ts function
reasonably well in describing the observed anisotropy, though at a reduced
accuracy compared to the surface segment ts. Especially the SSE values
of the ts are noticeably large when compared to their surface counterparts.
The t quality is the highest in FV, while FD displays the poorest t quality
with a notably high SSE.
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6.2 Eect of ROI size on transverse anisotropy
The R2 values for each ROI segment used in the orientation analysis were
obtained by calculating the averaged T2 values from their corresponding T2
maps. Thus the amount of pixels in each segment directly aects the calcu-
lated R2 values in two equally important ways. Firstly, increasing the amount
of pixels naturally increases the amount of data in the averaging, leading to
lower maximum values obtained. Secondly, the only way to reasonably in-
crease the size of a ROI from the cartilage is to widen it. Widening the ROI
to contain more cartilage runs the risk of collecting cartilage in dierent ori-
entations compared to the 'original' ROI orientation, leading to a reduction
in the strength of the orientation dependence.
To compare the eect the pixel amount within the segment has on the
resulting R2 values, two additional tibial cartilage ROIs were created. These
ROIs were made by selecting the original TB ROI and extending or contract-
ing it along the cartilage surface, while attempting to preserve the original
cartilage surface orientation. TB was chosen for the size comparison as the
cartilage surface around that ROI was relatively at, allowing the extension
and contraction of the ROI, while still assuming the collagen ber orientation
remains unchanged. The average pixel counts for the deep segments of the
three ROIs are: 45 pixels for the original segment, 75 pixels for the doubled
segment and 21 pixels for the halved segment.
After ROI generation, the R2 values for each ROI orientation were calcu-
lated from the averaged T2 values and the anisotropy model (Equation 5.16)
was tted to each of the datasets. Figure 17 shows both the R2 graphs and
the anisotropy model plots of the three deep segment ROIs. The t and error
parameters collected from these three ts are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Fit and error parameters for the TB deep segment ts made using the
halved (21 pixel), original (45 pixel) and doubled (75 pixel) ROIs
Halved (21px) Original (45px) Doubled (75px)
R2,i (1/s) 10.20 9.74 9.47
R2,a (1/s) 76.34 69.54 60.60
∆ (deg) 9.33 8.46 7.55
SSE 109.44 47.44 31.99
RMSE 2.01 1.326 1.09
Comparing the tting parameters of the three ROIs in Table 5 reveals that
the magnitudes of both the isotropic and anisotropic component decrease
as the pixel count of the corresponding ROI increases. The larger segment
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Figure 17: Orientation dependence of the average relaxation rates R2 for the
three TB ROIs of dierent sizes. The angles represent the orientation of the ROI
surface normal with respect to B0. The data was tted using Eq. (5.16) for all
three segments separately.
displays a lower value for both tting components, while the smaller segment
has increased parameter values for both components compared to the original
segment. The change in the anisotropic component can be explained by
the larger ROI resulting in the R2 being averaged over a larger sampling of
dierent ber orientations. The observed change in the isotropic component
is harder to explain, but it is most likely a result of the rations of TZ and
RZ changing within the ROIs. The oset parameters ∆ also dier between
the altered segments and original by ±1 deg. The goodness of t parameters
of the three ts are also similar. Most notable dierence between the three
ts is the change in SSE, the value of which increases notably for the smaller
segment. The gof parameters for the ts seem to degrade somewhat as the
ROI size decreases, while improving slightly for the larger ROI.
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7 Discussion & conclusions
The purpose of this work was to study the anisotropy of the transverse re-
laxation rates R2 in articular cartilage, and to see if a modied version of
a previously used mathematical model [3] could be tted to describe the
detected anisotropy. An additional goal was to study the dierences in the
orientation dependence of the relaxation parameters in cartilage obtained
across dierent locations within the joint. In this study the analysed ROIs
were selected from the cartilage surfaces of femoral and tibial bone ends.
The measurements consisted of magnetic resonance imaging of a bovine
stie joint at multiple dierent orientations. The joint consisted of an in-
tact patella, femur and tibia each with a fully intact cartilage surface. The
T2 weighted MRI images were used to create T2 relaxation time maps for a
slice containing cartilage from femoral and tibial bone ends. Three regions
of interest were selected from the full MRI images, two regions from femur
and one from tibia, containing a rectangular selection of cartilage from the
surface to the perceived bone-cartilage interface. The relaxation time maps
for these three regions were then used to analyse the orientation anisotropy
of the cartilage. To accurately reorient the sample between individual mea-
surements, a rotation device compatible with the specications of a clinical
MRI device was designed and created.
The measurement results showed that all six studied ROI segments dis-
played a notable degree of transverse relaxation anisotropy, the strength of
which increased noticeably in the deeper ROI segments. This coincides well
with literature ndings, as the cartilage from the deeper regions has been
shown to exhibit larger degrees of T2 anisotropy compared to the surface [3,
28, 37, 38, 41]. The detected anisotropy behaved according to the mathe-
matical model used in the study (Equation 5.16).
The strongest angle dependence was found in the three deep segments of
the selected ROIs, which all displayed a clear R2 (and T2) anisotropy. These
ndings agreed well with previous knowledge of the structure of articular car-
tilage, as the bottom 50% of cartilage volume consists mostly of the strongly
ordered radial zone and the partially ordered lower parts of the transitional
zone. These highly ordered structures are the main causes for the orientation
anisotropy of articular cartilage [6]. The large dierences in the amplitudes
of the anisotropic components in the three deep sections are notable, with
the R2,a of TB being over double of FD. This can be explained by the varying
thickness of the cartilage in the selected regions resulting in dierent ratios of
TZ and RZ in each ROI. This study was performed without collecting more
accurate zonal information of the studied cartilage, usually obtained via f.ex.
polarized light microscopy. Due to this, the T2 maps could not be compared
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to histological data describing the cartilage zones in the sample.
While lesser in strength to the anisotropy detected in the deep segments,
all three surface segments also displayed a clear T2 orientation dependence.
The surface zone of cartilage forms a region with ber orientations perpen-
dicular to the cartilage surface normal. Rotating the sample naturally causes
the surface zone to also rotate within the magnetic eld. This can lead to
the zone displaying degree of T2 anisotropy, especially if there is a bias in the
ber orientations within the surface zone. The resolution used in the study
would however have resulted in the data collected from the SZ to be aver-
aged with parts of the underlying TZ, weakening its eect. Depending on the
thickness of the transitional and radial zones it is also entirely feasible that
the surface segment could contain cartilage from all three structural zones.
This means that the detected anisotropic behaviour in the surface segment
of the articular cartilage can either be fully caused by the transitional and
surface zones, or the segment can also contain some amount of radial zone.
In the latter case the strong orientation anisotropy of the radial zone would
still only have had a limited impact on the total relaxation anisotropy of the
surface segments due of the averaging process used during data analysis.
The results showed that the isotropic components of the deep and surface
segment ts of any given ROI displayed relatively little dierence between
the three ROIs. On the other hand, the anisotropic components experience
a large change when going from the SZ/TZ dominated surface segment to
the DZ dominated deep segment. Even in the case of FD, the ROI with the
smallest dierence in R2,a between its two segments, the increase in R2,a value
from surface to deep segment was over 3-fold (from 9.59 to 30.46 1/s). This
large increase in the anisotropy terms going from SS to DS can be explained
by the organisation of the collagen bers increasing in the deeper segments
of the cartilage.
The quality of t estimates calculated for all six ROI segments are in
general better for the surface segment ts compared to their deep segment
counterparts. The gof parameters of the deep segment ts are larger than
those of their corresponding surface segments, indicating a more imperfect
t. The ranges for the R2 values in the deep segments (as seen in Figures
14-16) are noticeably larger compared to the surface segments. This makes
the tting process more dicult for the deep segment ts, and is likely the
main reason for the observed loss of goodness.
The oset terms of the surface (Table 3) and deep (Table 4) segment
ts displayed notable dierences between the corresponding segments. This
was not wholly unexpected, as the orientation between the bone-cartilage
interface and the cartilage surfaces can vary noticeably within an individual
ROI. The relatively small pixel size obtained during the imaging also made
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dening both of these interfaces challenging. Additionally, the possibility
of the orientation of the collagen bers not being perpendicular to either of
these surfaces also exists.
The rotation platform functioned well in both allowing the large sample
to rotate between measurements and in preventing any unnecessary sample
movement. As the sample rotation was done by hand there will always exist
a degree of human error during each rotation. This problem was somewhat
alleviated by adding simple angle indicators to the platform. The combined
weight of the sample and sample braces resulted in a signicant increase
in the total mass of the rotation plate during measurements. This proved
surprisingly advantageous, as the increased friction between the base and
rotation plates helped to prevent any small unintended changes in measure-
ment angle during the removal, adjustment and replacement of the receiver
coil between each sample rotation. The sample braces, xing screws and
straps functioned well in keeping the sample in place on the rotation plate
during both sample rotation and imaging. As the receiver coil used during
measurements was placed directly on top of the sample and the rotation plat-
form, it needed to be lifted up and lowered back down between each sample
rotation. A potential way to speed up future measurements would be to
devise a scaold for the receiver coil to rest on, allowing the sample to be
rotated without interaction with the coil.
The coregistration of the rotated images functioned well across all mea-
surement angles. The sample was xed in the rotation plate in such a way
that the imaging plane was parallel to the patient bed, causing the same plane
to be imaged at all times. Any small human errors during sample xing and
rotation could still have caused the imaging plane to shift slightly between
measurements, altering the exact place of the imaging slice within the sample
during each rotation. This would naturally cause some small errors in the
coregistration process. In this study, the images were coregistered without
the use of masking, causing the coregistration program to place equal impor-
tance on both cartilage and its surrounding tissues. Although the quality of
the coregistration was still deemed acceptable without the use of masking,
any further studies using samples with such a large amount of 'extra' tissue
would most likely benet from cartilage masking during coregistration. The
resolution of the imaging also has a signicant eect in the quality of the
coregistration.
The imaging resolution caused the pixels close to the surface and bone-
cartilage interface to potentially contain signal from non-cartilage tissues in
addition to cartilage. This naturally makes nding the exact locations of the
bone-cartilage interface and the cartilage surface more dicult, resulting in
the ROIs possibly containing data from outside the cartilage. The relatively
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small resolution also made the zonal dierentiation of the cartilage infeasible,
as the surface zone would most often be thinner than the width of a single
pixel. Increasing the resolution of an MRI imaging sequence leads to other
drawbacks, such as longer imaging times. Combining the MRI results to
a histology study using f.ex polarized light microscopy would give a more
accurate representation of the zonal structure of the cartilage.
The amount of pixels used in the T2 averaging was found to have a rela-
tively small eect on the R2 values. Increasing the size of the ROI along the
cartilage surface lead to a slight decrease in both isotropic and anisotropic
tting parameters, with the most notable changes seen in the anisotropic
component. Conversely decreasing the size of the ROI by contracting it
lead to an increase in the tting parameter values. The observed changes in
the oset values can be explained by the apparently straight bone-cartilage
interface still containing some curvature even along these relatively short
distances. This results in the oset terms of each dierent sized ROI being
averages over a dierent sampling of ber orientations, resultantly causing
their values to dier. Great care must be taken during ROI selection to en-
sure all selected ROIs are of similar size, in order prevent the diering pixel
counts from aecting the analysis results.
This study was done using only a single sample. To improve the reliability
of any follow-up study, further measurements would need to be performed
using a larger set of samples. Special attention would also need to be placed
on ROI selection when using multiple samples in order to ensure the selected
cartilage regions remain comparable. Improving the imaging resolution would
also allow for better distinction between cartilage zones, especially the surface
zone. In this study the sample was rotated along the plane of the patient
bed of the MRI device. Performing the sample rotations along multiple axes
would allow for a more detailed picture of the anisotropy in three dimensions.
Changing the type of sample or the rotation scheme would however require
a signicant redesigning of both the measurement set up, especially that of
the sample rotation platform, and analysis process. In this study the ROIs
were selected exclusively from the femoral and tibial bone ends. The patella
of the sample was also found to contain a substantial cartilage surface, and
could be an interesting candidate for comparative studies in the future.
One of the major goals of T2 anisotropy studies of articular cartilage is
to be able to apply the knowledge gained on the relaxation anisotropy in a
clinical setting. The ability to model the anisotropic behaviour of articular
cartilage could, for example, be applied in removing the magic angle artefact
from clinical images, improving the diagnosis of cartilage condition via MRI.
One major milestone towards reaching this goal would be to perform a study
similar to the one in this thesis on in vivo human cartilage. In this study, both
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the range and number of unique sample angles used during the measurement
was notably large, a fact made possible by the wide bore of the clinical MRI
device and the design of the rotation platform. This novel combination of a
large set of unique angles, use of a full joint sample, and the use of a clinical
MRI device hopes to help bridging the gap between the clinical and pure
research elds with regards to T2 relaxation anisotropy. While this study has
shown the feasibility of anisotropy measurements using a large sample in a
clinical magnet, signicant adjustments in the measurement protocol must
still be made in order to make in vivo measurements feasible. Notably, the
patient would need to remain completely stationary during imaging, a fact
made very challenging by the lengths of the imaging sequences. Additionally,
while a severed knee sample can be freely rotated in the bore of the magnet,
any in vivo measurement of the knee would by necessity have a severely more
limited range of motion.
This study proved that the magic angle phenomenon can be detected
in articular cartilage using a clinical MRI device, and that the observed T2
orientation anisotropy behaves according to a previously established math-
ematical model. The value of these isotropic and isotropic components can
be viewed as a indicator of the contribution these mechanisms have on the
total relaxation of the sample. In the surface segments these components
had similar values, coinciding well with the assumption of a low degree of
anisotropy. In the deep segments of cartilage the anisotropic components
were 2-7 times larger than isotropic components, indicating an increase of
tissue organisation and relaxation anisotropy. In addition to the relaxation
anisotropy results, valuable information on both preparation and imaging of
large samples using a clinical MRI device was gained during the study. Based
on the results of this study, a continuation project has already been started
in the MIPT research group at Oulu University. This project aims to expand
upon the presented relaxation anisotropy measurements using both a larger
number of relaxation parameters and joint samples.
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